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The workshop’s program

Learning goals:

1. Critically appraise systematic reviews

2. Have an idea of reproducible methodology

3. Be motivated for transparent reporting

Focus on the concept of systematic reviews, less focus on specifics.



What is a systematic review?

Background questions:

Q1: Your background?

Q2: Previous experience with systematic reviews?

Q3: Particular topics about systematic reviews?



What is a systematic review?

The systematic review:

Method to answer a well-defined research question through a 
systematic search of different resources to create a synthesis of all 
available evidence

Originates from clinical medicine, but 
the methodology can be applied across 
disciplines and types of research



What is a systematic review?

Archie Cochrane, Scottish doctor 
(1909-1988)

“It is surely a great 
criticism of our profession 
that we have not organised 
a critical summary, by 
specialty or subspecialty, 
adapted periodically, of all 
relevant randomised 
controlled trials” 

Archie Cochrane, 
“Effectiveness and Efficiency” 

1972

The idea behind summarising evidence:



What is a systematic review

Cochrane Collaboration founded in 1993

Campbell foundation founded in 2000 

Designated journals, e.g. Systematic Reviews

Exponential growth of articles with the tag 
“systematic review” on PubMed



What is a systematic review

Purposes of a systematic review:

1. Overview of available evidence within a well-defined area (systematic 
search)

2. Critical appraisal of the evidence (risk of bias/external validity)

3. Statistical synthesis of benefits and harms (meta-analyses)



What is a systematic review?

The evidence hierarchy in biomedicine:

SR

RCT

Cohort studies

Case-control studies

Case report / case series

(editorials / expert opinion / consensus)

Experimental data
Hypothesis testing
Causal inference

Observational data
hypothesis generating
Associations and correlations



What is a systematic review

When should we use systematic reviews?

• In clinical decisions (guidelines)

• In policy decision making (e.g. COVID policies)

• Before conducting new clinical trials
– Clark et al., 2010 (https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(10)61045-8) 

Once there is more than one data point we would want a systematic 
assessment of the evidence to avoid cherry picking and making biased 
decisions



Why systematic reviews are important (a COVID example)

330 registred trials with hydroxychloroquine (30 August 2020)

CEBM Trial Tracker 
http://covid19.trialstracker.net

What is a systematic review?



Why systematic reviews are important (a COVID example)

What is a systematic review?

The French hydroxychloroquine study

42 participants, no placebo-arm, 
no blinding, 14 day follow-up

2782 citations 21 Oct 2020



Why systematic reviews are important (a COVID example)

What is a systematic review?

Source: https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/blue-print/targeted-update-hydroxychloroquine-treatment-v1-
5.pdf?sfvrsn=6ef9e74a_1&download=true



What is a systematic review

Workflow of a systematic review:

Prespecify
Review objectives (PICO)
Search strategy
Methodology (statistics/analyses)

Stage 1: Protocol

Register/publish your protocol

Publish final review

Stage 2: Review

Conduct
Step 1: Identifying your trials
Step 2: Critical appraisal
Step 3: Evidence synthesis



Writing your protocol

Defining your review:

What question do you want to address and answer?

• Is drug A effective for treatment of condition Z?

• What are the benefits and harms of public health intervention Y for 
outcome X?

• Does screening for condition W reduce mortality and morbidity?



Writing your protocol

PICO: 

Prespecify your review’s inclusion and exclusion criteria

Population: e.g. children/adults/specific population or diagnosis

Intervention: e.g. medical/psychological/public health intervention

Comparator: e.g. placebo/drug/intervention/waiting list/standard care

Outcomes: e.g. benefits/harms/specific outcomes of interest

NB: PECO (Population/Exposure/Comparator/Outcome) for observational studies



Writing your protocol

PICO:

Population: Adults diagnosed with ADHD

Intervention: extended release methylphenidate

Comparator: placebo or other ADHD medications

Outcomes: benefits and harms, particularly functional outcomes



Writing your protocol

PICO:

Define the PICO according to the question you want to get answered, not 
the question you can get answered!

I.e. don’t let the PICO be guided by (your) prior knowledge of previous 
studies and or outcomes

• Example: ADHD in adults. Clinical trials have primarily focused on symptom 
rating scales, however functional outcomes (work, relationships, sport 
activities) are rated more important by patients



Writing your protocol

Searching for data:

• Databases (e.g. PubMed, Embase)

• Author correspondence

• Clinical trial registries 

------- for drugs/devices------------

• Drug regulatory agencies (FDA, EMA, other agencies)

• Pharmaceutical companies

Aim of search: To include as much information and evidence as possible



Writing your protocol

• Publication bias (study level)
– Many trials are never/not timely published 

Turner et al, NEJM 2008; Goldacre et al, BMJ 2018

• Selective outcome reporting (outcome level)
– Half of prespecified outcomes in clinical trials not reported

Chan et al, JAMA 2004; Goldacre et, al., Trials 2018

• Published data vs. raw data 
– Access to  raw data might change benefit/harm relation

Jefferson et al, BMJ 2014



Writing your protocol

The impact of looking for unpublished data

37 of 38 positive trials were published, whereas 16 of 24 

negative trials were unpublished.



Writing your protocol

For systematic reviews of drugs:

Look for drug regulatory resources

• Clinical Study Reports
• Drug reviews
• Public Assessment Reports

Resources: https://restoringtrials.org/

More literature on the subject:
Reboxetine (Eyding et al., BMJ 2010), QOL and harms (Wieseler et al. PLOS Medicine 2013); Tamiflu (Jefferson et al., BMJ 2014); 
antidepressants (Sharma et al., BMJ 2016; Paludan-Müller et al. Int J Risk Safety 2020), HPV (Jørgensen et al., Syst Rev 2020)



Writing your protocol

Clinical trial registries:

• ClinicalTrials.gov

• European Union 
Clinical Trial Register (EUCTR)

• ISRCTN

• WHO’s Trial Platform (ICTRP)



Writing your protocol

Clinical trial registries:

• All trials should be registered in a public registry (public/industry trials) 
– Trinquart et al., 2018 (http://doi.org/10.1186/s12916-018-1168-6) 

• All trials should report data (summary data on group-level)
– Goldacre et al., 2018 (https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.k3218) and 2020 (http://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(19)33220-9) 



Writing your protocol

Contacting trial authors:

– Contact corresponding authors, principle investigators

– Tip: be nice but systematic and perseverant

Pharmaceutical company databases 

– Yale Open Access Database (YODA) (J&J trials)

– Novartis trial database

– GSK
• Tips: Be careful about signing confidentiality disclosures! 



Writing your protocol

Prespecify your methodology:

• Outcomes (primary and secondary)

• Statistical analyses

• Subgroup/sensitivity analyses

NB: Changes to methodology is common. Be vigilant about rationale for 
changes and that it is transparently reported in final review



Writing your protocol

Registering/publishing your protocol (!):

• Prospero (https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/) 

• Cochrane Library (if a Cochrane review)

• Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/) 

• Pre-print servers (e.g. https://www.medrxiv.org/) 

• Traditional journals (e.g. BMJ Open, Trials)

NB: Make the protocol publicly available BEFORE data collection to avoid 
data driven changes and to avoid research waste and others doing the 
same work



BREAK



What is a systematic review

Workflow of a systematic review:

Prespecify
Review objectives (PICO)
Search strategy
Methodology (statistics/analyses)

Stage 1: Protocol

Register/publish your protocol

Publish final review

Conduct
Step 1: Identifying your trials
Step 2: Critical appraisal
Step 3: Evidence synthesis

Stage 2: Review



Conducting the review

Step 1: Identifying your studies

Deciding on which studies to include according to your PICO 
through four steps:

1. Searching databases/resources

2. Screen title/abstracts

3. Full-text reading

4. Inclusion of studies



Conducting the review

PRISMA Flowchart:

1. Searching databases

2. Screening titles/abstract

3. Full-text reading

4. Consensus

http://www.prisma-statement.org/
Jakobsen et al., 2017 
http://doi.og/10.1186/s12888-016-1173-2



Conducting the review

Consensus:

• Independent assessment by two 
reviewers with consensus upon 
disagreement

• Method to avoid “single-author” bias 
and skewed decisions

• Not exact science - but every decision 
should adhere to protocol



Conducting the review

Step 2: Critical appraisal:

What is bias?

“A bias is a systematic error, or deviation from the 
truth, in results or inferences. Biases can operate 
in either direction: different biases can lead to 
underestimation or overestimation of the true 
intervention effect […]”
Cochrane Handbook, Chapter 8



Conducting the review

Bias assessment:

Cochrane’s Risk of Bias tool - internal validity of the included trials

1. Randomisation sequence generation

2. Allocation concealment

3. Blinding of participants

4. Blinding of outcome assessors

5. Attrition bias (dropout, reasons for dropout, ITT/LOCF)

6. Selective reporting (primary/secondary outcomes)

7. Other biases

1 2   3   4    5 6

Before trial During the trial After the trial



Conducting the review

Risk of bias assessment:

Low risk of bias

Unclear risk of bias

High risk of bias

NB: Often disagreements, but will give you an idea of how the trial was conducted 
and the reliability of the reported results



Conducting the review

Sometimes bias is unavoidable but the trial may still be reliable

E.g. blinding in surgical/invasive intervention trials, psychological 
interventions and public interventions (mask/school closure)

The ORBITA trial
PCI for stable angina, patients randomised to sham PCI or real PCI, outcome was 
exercise time increment

– Al-Lamee et al. 2018, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(17)32714-9

Knee surgery trials
– Arthroscopy for meniscal tear (Sihvonen et al. 2013, http://doi.org/10.1056/NEJMoa1305189) 



Conducting the review

External validity:

Are the trials’ results transferable to the setting you want to 
apply them?

• Same/similar population?

• Same/similar treatment regime?

• Patient relevant outcomes?



Conducting the review

Examples of external validity issues

Strict in/exclusion criteria 
e.g. Exclusion of ADHD patients with psychiatric comorbidites

Clinically relevant control group 
e.g. INR outside therapeutic range in warfarin control group

Trial duration
e.g. Treatment with antidepressants for 6-12 weeks without long-term follow-up

Surrogate outcomes vs patient relevant outcomes
e.g. HBA1C versus mortality or diabetic or diabetes complications



Conducting the review

External validity:

• No formal tool to assess the external validity in a systematic approach 
similar to the Risk of Bias tool

• A trial can be perfectly conducted and have low risk of bias but still be 
irrelevant e.g. if the comparator group was inadequately treated



Conducting the review

Step 3: Evidence synthesis:

• Statistical or narrative synthesis of the included studies 
reported results

• Continuous outcomes (e.g. blood pressure) reported as mean 
difference and standardised mean difference 

• Binary outcomes (e.g. death or infection) reported as odds 
ratio (OR), risk ratio (RR) or hazard ratio (HR)

NB: Remember, not always feasible/appropriate with statistical synthesis (meta-
analysis)



Conducting the review

Evidence synthesis:

• Statistical significance versus clinical significance

• Significance versus none-significance and p-values

Amrhein et al, Nature 2019

• Is a 2-point change on the Hamilton-17 scale clinically relevant for 
adults with depression?
Munkholm et al, BMJ Open 2019



Conducting the review

From: Jefferson et al, 2014

Evidence synthesis:



Conducting the review

Heterogeneity:

• Statistical heterogeneity in forest plot = heterogeneity

Example borrowed from Goutaki et al, 2016 (http://doi.org/10.1183/13993003.00736-2016) 



Conducting your review

Statistical heterogeneity:

• Heterogeneity is unavoidable

• Cut-offs for assessments

• Assess through (preferably
prespecified) subgroup and 
sensitivity analyses or 
meta-regression analyses

Example borrowed from Gøtzsche & Jørgensen, 2013 https://doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD001877.pub5



Conducting your review

Systematic reviews Meta-analyses



Conducting the review

Programs for your systematic review:

• Excel (data extraction)

• Review Manager (Cochrane’s program)

• R (meta-analyses)

• Python/Stata/SPSS (meta-analyses)

• Covidence (study selection https://www.covidence.org/ )



Conducting the review

Managing your data:

• When extracting data, make exact references (if possible) to each 
extracted data point

• Invest time and prepare your extraction sheets to be sharable from the 
beginning of the project, i.e. everything should be clearly described

• You might remember from where you extracted data in a week, but it’ll 
be forgotten in a month! (especially if you have more sources for one 
study)



Conducting the review

Managing your data:

Be specific when you extract data! Otherwise you – and others – will not 
be able to repeat what you have done



Conducting the review

Timeline of conducting a review:

• Usually takes years rather than months

• More efficient work-flow (e.g. OneDrive for simultaneous writing), better 
integration of technologies (e.g. Covidence for consensus making)

• Case: Review done in 5 days
– Search by information specialist

– 3 experienced reviewers working 
simultaneously in OneDrive

– Efficient work delegation

– Data didn’t require meta-analyses

– Cutting a few corners



Tips and tricks

Are all systematic reviews reliable?



Tips and tricks

Are all systematic reviews reliable?

Limitations not considered in the 
review:

• Confidence in the evidence
• Cross‐over trials
• Psychiatric comorbidities
• No functional outcomes
• Short trial duration
• Small trials
• Questionable blinding
• Pooling investigator and self 

symptom ratings
• Outcome reporting bias
• Psychiatric and cardiovascular 

harms
• Comparison with previous 

reviews
• Conflicts of interest



Tips and tricks

Are all systematic reviews reliable?



Tips and tricks

QuickGuide 1 of 3

Publication/registration of protocol before data collection?
Prospero, Cochrane Library, journal publication, pre-print/OSF

Funding of review?
Industry-funded reviews are often not published (Schuit & Ioannidis, 2016)
Industry sponsorship and research outcome (Lundh et al. 2017)

Review authors’ conflicts of interest? 
Underestimation of harms (Ebrahim et al. 2016)



Tips and tricks

QuickGuide 2 of 3

Relevant PICOs?
Relevant population
Clinically relevant outcomes v surrogate outcomes
Benefits AND harms assessed

Sufficient search strategy?
Published research only or in-depth search

Meaningful risk of bias assessment?
Reliable blinding
Large attrition
Selective outcome reporting?



Tips and tricks

QuickGuide 3 of 3

External validity issues?

Short trial duration 

Strict inclusion criteria

(Mis)interpretation of results?

Statistical versus clinical relevance

Spin of results (Boutron & Ravaud, 2016)

Sharing of data?



Tips and tricks

Learning resources:

– The Cochrane Handbook 
https://training.cochrane.org/handbook/current

– Cochrane training https://training.cochrane.org/interactivelearning

– Murad et al. How to Read a Systematic Review and Meta-analysis and 
Apply the Results to Patient Care Users’ Guides to the Medical Literature. 
JAMA 2014 (http://doi.org/10.1001/jama.2014.5559) 



Take home messages:

1. Be vigilant when you read systematic reviews 

2. Make sure your own reviews address relevant questions, 
are reproducible, and transparently reported 

3. Make protocol available and share data



Open floor

• Comments?

• Ideas?

• Brainstorming?



Thanks for participating!

Questions & comments

kim.boesen@charite.de

https://metricberlin.netlify.app//


